2020 Music Program Survey Results
In June 2020 the Music Director Search Team at First Unitarian Church asked the congregation
to complete an online or paper survey about music at our church. The survey was intended to
help guide our search for a new Music Director, as well as to guide our future Music Director in
serving our congregation. This is a summary of the 145 responses we received from the
congregation.
HIGHLIGHTS
Here are the highlights from our 2020 Music Program Survey.
●

The congregation enjoys listening to a variety of genres of music, and this shows in their
preferences for worship service music (6), and favorite hymns (9).

●

There was preference that the music relate to the theme of the service and be of good
quality (7). These two preferences showed up in responses to other questions as well.

●

Ninety percent or more agreed that music is a meaningful part of their worship
experience and enhances our church (10 & 12).

●

Some ways music enhances our church include adding beauty, creating sacred space,
engaging diversity, and attracting new members (13).

●

Favorite aspects of our music included variety, the choir, guest musicians, singing
congregational hymns, quality, and the organ (17).

●

The most important qualities of a new Music Director included musical ability,
interpersonal skills, musical variety, collaborative nature, inspiring music, and
proﬁciency in conducting (18).

In addition to this Summary document, the complete list of survey responses to this
Congregational Music Survey will be shared without attribution with the new Music Director to
help guide future music development in our church.
DETAILS
Note: Questions 1 and 2 on the survey were name and contact information.
3. How long have you been attending First U?
Two thirds of the responses were from people who have been attending 1st Unitarian Church
for more than 10 years.
4. Are you a member of First U?
Almost all were members, but 7% of the responses were from non-members or people
considering becoming members.
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5. What is your age?
The largest age decade represented was 70 to 79 years old with over one-third of the
responses. Three-quarters were 60 or older. 14.5% were under age 50.

6. Which genre(s) of music do you enjoy?
As seen in the graph below, responders said they like to hear a wide range of music in services.
They preferred Classical, Liturgical, Folk, and World music in worship services, but Gospel,
Broadway, and Jazz were not far behind.
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7. Are there other genres of music you would like to hear during the worship service?
Answers ranged through many cultures (e.g., Latin, Celtic, Native American, Zydeco,
Gregorian), instruments (e.g., organ, choral, harp, steel drums), and styles (e.g., indie,
barbershop, Black gospel, new age, bluegrass). Several said ideally the music should be
related to the theme of the service, and they were open to most musical forms IF done with
competence. One response has to be quoted:
“I am less concerned with musical genre than I am with music that takes advantage of
its power to directly evoke emotions through rhythm, harmony and the sound of the
human or instrumental voices, or evoke a sense of awe through the magic of a
performance.”
8. Tell us about your favorite musical experience at First U.
Favorite musical experiences at First U covered many diﬀerent events. “All” or “Big Music
Sundays” were by far the most common, being in 30% of the responses. Organ music
(concerts, postludes, hymns) and Martin Hargrove singing were both the next most frequently
mentioned. Various guest soloists and ensembles were included in responses (e.g. Taiko and
African drummers). Scott Ward was frequently remembered for his playing, singing, and
music-themed services. Many mentioned events of our own congregants like the Pop UUp
choir, pre-service hymn singing by request, hand bell choirs, the congregation singing in
rounds, and performances by congregant musicians.
9. What are your 3 favorite hymns?
The hymns in the following table were the “TOP TEN” responses. Hymn numbers and the
number of times (count) the hymn was mentioned are also included.
Hymn #
123
1064
38
1
318
205
108
170
1021
159

Spirit of Life
Blue Boat Home
Morning Has Broken
May Nothing Evil Cross This Door
We Would Be One (Finlandia tune)
Amazing Grace
My Life Flows On In Endless Song
We Are a Gentle Angry People
Lean on Me
This Is My Song (Finlandia tune)

Count
36
28
13
11
9
7
6
5
5
5

An additional 50 hymns from our “gray” (“Singing the Living Tradition”) and “teal” (“Singing the
Journey”) hymnals were mentioned 4 or fewer times. There were another 25 hymns and songs
from other traditions.
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10. Music is a meaningful part of my personal worship experience. (rate 1 to 5)
93% of responses agreed or agreed strongly, rating this a 4 or 5.

11.Special music worship services are meaningful to me. (rate 1 to 5)
77% of responses agreed or agreed strongly, rating this 4 or 5.
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12. Choral music enhances our worship services & overall congregational life. (rate 1-5)
90% of responses agreed or agreed strongly, rating this a 4 or 5.

13. A music program can enrich the church experience in many ways. On a scale of 1-5,
indicate the importance of music in the church for each of the following.
Adding beauty, creating a sacred space, and engaging diversity had the highest number of 4
and 5 ratings. Others were not far behind as seen in the graph below. The combined number
of 4 and 5 ratings are shown in the graph below for each choice.
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14. Are there other ways music could enrich the church experience?
There were many thoughtful responses to this question.
involved:
- Children and Youth,
- the Organ,
- Quality,
- Variety,
- Guest performers, and
- the Choir.

The most frequent comments

The complete list of these Question 14 responses, as well as other sections of this
Congregational Music Survey, will be shared without attribution with the new Music Director to
help guide future music development in our church.
15. How important are each of these to you? (On a scale of 1-5)
All of the types of music listed were considered important based on the number of 4 and 5
ratings. The combined number of 4 and 5 ratings are shown in the graph below for each
choice.

16. Are there other musical elements that are important to you?
The most frequent responses involved:
- Children and Youth (participation via choirs, handbells, instruments, with adult groups)
- Choir (should be stronger, sometimes position them in or behind the congregation)
- Instrumental music (harp, percussion, oboe, Native American ﬂute, piano, organ)
- Themed music (integrated with message, an element of worship)
- Diverse cultural music (including social justice music)
- Guest performers
- Hand bells
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17. My favorite aspects of the music at First U are:
The size of each word or phrase in this “Word Cloud” corresponds to the number of times it
was mentioned, from 39 times to 5 times. Twenty other aspects were mentioned 4 or fewer
times and are not included. “Themed” means the music supports the theme of the service.

18. The most important qualities of a Music Director are:
The size of each word or phrase in this “Word Cloud” corresponds to the number of times it
was mentioned, from 38 times to 10. Nineteen other aspects were mentioned 9 or fewer times
and are not included.
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19. Is there anything else you would like to share with the Music Director Search Team to
help us identify the best candidate for the next Music Director of First U?
Many responses to this question are represented elsewhere in this summary. Some responses
not represented above include:
- Have UU values
- Be able to recruit volunteers to organize and lead Youth choirs, band/string
ensembles, fun fund raisers, concerts, publicity, etc..
- Attract new members and young people to the church
- Engage children
- Have pandemic choir know-how
Respectfully submitted by the 2020 Music Director Search Team:
Cindy Cohen
Rebecca Fisher
Anne Zwick Turner
Rev. Pam Wat
Jim Weddell
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